
NEW CASH MANAGEMENT CONCEPT FOR RETAIL

TCS Cah X2 is an innovative solution designed to make retail cash handling secure, efficient and cost effective. It enables safe 

counting and validation of cash collected from the store and secure
storage of it in a cash box.

TCS Cah X2 offers cash-flow optimization and a real support to all
operators involved in cash handling process. At the same time it offers
an accurate real time activity report of the store.

TCS Cah X2, perfectly suited to a retail environment, is ideal for
customers who need to manage high volumes of cash and to improve
the security of both value and people.

The ergonomic and compact design and small dimensions enable to
install it in any location with all possible layout.

OVERALL BENEFITS

•Cash-flow Optimization: reduction of cash processing costs. 

•Error Reduction: offers a secure back office cash handling and an accurate cash management reducing all human errors and traces
all operations. 

•Increase Security: Advanced validation technology (certified and compliant to ECB disposition) guarantee the most reliable 
authentication of cash and the device automatically stores recognised notes in a strongbox. 

•Real Time monitoring: the customer can supervise all active units and operations in the web based portal. 

•Bank Credit: In case of specific agreement, value deposited in the device can be credited directly on customer's bank account and 
the CIT company could automatically be activated to withdrawal cash. 

USE AND CONNECTION

Identification and Interface: money deposit is ensured by using ID code or personal Dallas Key. An intuitive touch screen willguide 
the retailer into all operations.

Validation and counting process: all banknotes are authenticated, verified and counted before being stored in a safety box or self-
sealing bag.

Receipt ticket: At the end of verification and counting process, and after the confirmation of the transaction (by operator), the 
device will print a receipt ticket (with user, date, time, amount and details data).

Withdrawal operation: printed receipt of security box withdrawal (with date, time,
amount an ID)

Report file: through a complete transparency of all transactions and users activities
(log report of all transactions detail withdate, time, amount and ID) every deposit can
be fully verified.

Remote Control: the device, thanks to the software implementations, provides a real
time monitoring of transactions also by remote control. It enables automatic advice
to CIT Company for box withdrawal operations, alarms management (robbery) and
maintenance activity (preventive).
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Feeder capacity:     50 notes
Cash box capacity:  2.000 notes (ONE)
                                  4.000 notes (TWIN)
Thermal printer     58 mm
Display                    touch screen 7"
Internal PC             W7 Embedded
Connection            TCP/IP, USB
Identification         Dallas Key
Strong Box             Standard 6 mm
Optional Configuration:
Bar code reader
Safe   UL 291, CEN I, CENIII
Security Lock Classifed
Classified B  Cespro SERICM 2012
Alarm sensors  Vibration, Thermal
Connection  G router
Identification  Magnetic stripe, 
                         chip card reader
Size                    ONE 28 x 43 x 68 (cm)
                           TWIN  44 x 45 x 68
Weight              Kg 70 (ONE)
                           Kg 150 (TWIN)
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